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Japan as Number One: 

Relations with Australia in 
the 1980s and 1990s

Richard Broinowski

I feel qualified to comment on the development of postwar relations 
between Japan and Australia because of my own involvement in it: as 
a young diplomat in Tokyo in the early 1960s, as Japan desk officer 
in Canberra following that posting, as executive director of the Japan 
Secretariat in Canberra from 1979 to 1982 and as general manager of 
Radio Australia in the early 1990s.1

This chapter focuses on the 1980s and 1990s, in particular. By 1980, 
the mutual benefits of Australia’s relations with Japan were increasingly 
clear. Here were two wealthy and politically stable democracies with 
highly compatible trade interests. Australia had raw materials feeding 
a burgeoning industrial sector in Japan, and primary products helping to 
satisfy the needs of a Japanese community with rising standards of living. 
Japan was producing high-quality Japanese manufactured products for an 
expanding Australian domestic market.

1  I have been generously assisted with ideas and reminiscences for this chapter by Geoff Miller 
and Rawdon Dalrymple, two former Australian ambassadors to Japan, and Kim Jones, minister and 
deputy chief of mission of the embassy during the 1980s. Allan Gyngell, a senior adviser to Prime 
Minister Keating and current president of the Australia Institute of International Affairs, referred 
me to the following readings: Allan Gyngell, Fear of Abandonment: Australia in the World since 1942 
(Carlton: La Trobe University Press, 2017); Paul Keating, Engagement: Australia Faces the Asia-Pacific 
(Sydney: Macmillan, 2000).
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The nascent postwar commercial relationship with Japan was reinforced 
by two bilateral agreements. As outlined in previous chapters, the first 
was a far-sighted commodity-based Agreement on Commerce, signed by 
Australian trade minister John McEwen and Japanese foreign minister 
Nobusuke Kishi in Hakone in July 1957. The second was a much broader 
Basic Treaty of Friendship and Cooperation signed by the two nations’ 
prime ministers, Malcolm Fraser and Takeo Miki, in Tokyo in June 1976. 
The former applied most-favoured-nation treatment to bilateral trade 
in agricultural and manufactured commodities, meaning that under the 
rules of the WTO (World Trade Organization) neither country could 
discriminate against the other by granting more favourable conditions to 
third countries. The Treaty of Friendship expanded bilateral cooperation 
to cover political, economic, labour, human rights, legal, scientific, 
technical, social, cultural, professional, sporting and environmental issues.

Buttressing the relationship with such treaties was well and good, but 
it did not altogether allay some Australian anxieties. For one thing, the 
signing of the 1957 agreement with Kishi reminded some observers of 
his record as a war criminal, and the atrocious treatment some Australian 
POWs had experienced at the hands of their Japanese captors. For 
another, the Japanese economy was almost too perfect. Japan had the 
world’s highest rate of personal savings, almost strike-free labour relations, 
and rates of unemployment five points below those of other advanced 
industrial democracies. It was the world’s leading creditor nation with net 
capital exports in 1984 of just under US$50 billion. It was also the world’s 
preferred supplier of motor vehicles and consumer electronics.2 Two 
books by influential American academics amplified Australian concerns 
about the overwhelming economic power of Japan—Ezra Vogel’s Japan 
as Number One,3 and Herman Kahn’s The Emerging Japanese Superstate.4 
A common theme in these works was the prediction that Japan would 
very shortly achieve enormous economic, technological and financial 
stature, and become very powerful in international affairs, more able and 

2  Chalmers Johnson, ‘The Japanese Economy: A Different Kind of Capitalism’, in Japanese Models 
of Conflict Resolution, ed. S.N. Eisenstadt and Eyal Ben-Ari (London: K. Paul International, 1990), 39.
3  Ezra Vogel, Japan as Number One (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1979), doi.org/ 
10.4159/harvard.9780674366299.
4  Herman Kahn, The Emerging Japanese Superstate: Challenge and Response (Englewood Cliffs, NJ: 
Prentice Hall, 1970).

http://doi.org/10.4159/harvard.9780674366299
http://doi.org/10.4159/harvard.9780674366299
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inclined to dictate terms of trade to its main trading partners, including 
Australia. Ronald Conway’s The Land of the Long Weekend5 invidiously 
compared Australia with Japan.

Australia’s Lack of Commercial 
Coordination
Australian officials and traders were faced with a novel situation—for 
the first time they had to deal with a major trading partner outside the 
Anglosphere. Not only that, but a country commercially disciplined 
by an arcane process of coordination through the keiretsu system, 
whereby manufacturers, supply chain partners and distributors worked 
closely together in industrial silos, each led by a bank. Their efforts 
were strongly supported and coordinated by a highly educated central 
bureaucracy represented by the powerful Ministry of International Trade 
and Industry (MITI). In their dealings with Australian suppliers, Japanese 
companies studied the market and tended to pick and choose between 
firms, creating competition and driving down prices in the process.

Accustomed to dealing primarily with the United Kingdom and 
the United States, Australian traders were ill-prepared for what was 
commonly regarded as the Japanese ‘miracle’, its phenomenal recovery 
since devastation in the Pacific War and the outstanding cohesion of its 
industries. They saw themselves as having a far less effective management 
structure than Japan. The federal government had exclusive jurisdiction 
over some, but not all, external affairs powers. The extent to which 
Australian states could participate in foreign relations was untested 
but showed signs of  being substantial. In the federal bureaucracy were 
overlapping areas of policy formulation between different departments, 
and some areas of intense rivalry and jurisdictional jealousy in conducting 
relations with Japan. Australian companies had never considered 
a coordinated strategy and lacked knowledge about Japanese tactics, having 
only short-term perspectives about prices and insufficient information 
about Japan’s short- and long-term buying strategies. Furthermore, few 
Australian bureaucrats or businesspeople had even the faintest knowledge 
of Japanese law, language or culture.

5  Ronald Conway, The Land of the Long Weekend (South Melbourne: Sun Books, 1978).
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A special effort to get Australia’s act together began in 1968. It was 
precipitated by a singular case concerning the employment of Japanese 
workers in a Western Australian oil and mineral project. Lack of 
coordination between relevant Commonwealth government departments 
in dealing with the issues had resulted in adverse publicity in Japan. 
Consequently, the Department of External Affairs proposed that an 
interdepartmental committee comprising itself and the Departments 
of Trade and Resources, Labour and National Service, Science and 
Technology, Primary Industry, Customs and Excise, and Interior 
(responsible for ANIB, the Australian News and Information Bureau) 
should meet monthly to try to coordinate policy at the federal level. 
However, these meetings were unsuccessful in solving the problem. The 
committee lacked an independent secretariat, was plagued by in-fighting, 
and lost its authority as junior officials were delegated to attend the 
meetings over more senior figures. Accordingly, federal policies remained 
uncoordinated and duplication of effort continued, and there was no 
long-term planning and no attempt to engage the private sector.

In 1978, the Fraser government recognised this as a chronic problem. 
As a result, Melbourne businessman and philanthropist Sidney Baillieu 
Myer was invited to chair a standing committee of senior bureaucrats, 
business leaders and a trade union official. All had plenty of clout. 
Aside from Myer, the committee included figures such as the prominent 
economist Sir John Crawford; Gordon Jackson of CSR (what was earlier 
known as the Commonwealth Sugar Refinery); Peter Nolan, secretary 
of the Australian Council of Trade Unions; Doug McKay, secretary of 
the Department of Overseas Trade; and two External Affairs deputy 
secretaries, John Rowland and Alf Parsons. The committee invited 
an extraordinarily large cross-section of the Australian community to 
make submissions, including expatriates in Japan. It also held in camera 
interviews in Canberra, Melbourne and Sydney.

Myer’s report recommended Australia coordinate its policy towards Japan 
at three levels—within the Canberra bureaucracy, between the bureaucracy 
and the private sector, and between the federal and state governments. 
Thus, three committees were created—a Standing Committee on 
Japan (SCJ), comprising the permanent heads of seven Commonwealth 
government departments most involved in trade with Japan; a Consultative 
Committee on Relations with Japan (CCRJ), comprising the SCJ plus 
representatives of business, union peak councils, primary industry and 
the academic community; and a Commonwealth–States Committee. 
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The chairs of these committees included Peter Henderson, secretary of 
the Department of Foreign Affairs, Sir Gordon Jackson, CEO of CSR, 
and Sir Arvi Parbo, chairman of Western Mining. Among the members of 
the inaugural CCRJ in 1979 were Simon Crean, federal secretary of the 
Storemen and Packers’ Union; David Asimus of the Wool Corporation; 
Bruce Watson, CEO of Mount Isa Mines; and Professor Wang Gungwu 
of The Australian National University.

The whole coordinating machinery was given coherence by having 
a secretariat in Canberra, which was to arrange committee meetings, 
prepare agendas and write research papers on subjects for discussion. I was 
appointed its executive director. I was joined by Dr Alan Rix, an academic 
specialising in Japan; Geoffrey George, a former intelligence officer; and 
a small support staff.

The SCJ and CCRJ met monthly in Canberra, while the Commonwealth–
States Committee met only infrequently. Much to the irritation of at least 
one of the permanent heads on the SCJ and CCRJ,6 members were not 
allowed to delegate their attendance to deputies. As Myer observed in 
his report:

The experience of Commonwealth inter-department committees 
had shown that once a secretary delegated to a deputy secretary, 
the latter would in turn delegate at the next meeting to a first 
assistant secretary, and so on down the line until whoever 
represented a particular department would have no authority to 
decide anything. And this would lead to the kind of report devoid 
of clear recommendations that Prime Minister Gough Whitlam 
caustically rejected in 1973 when he was advised to take an ‘on the 
one hand  …  on the other hand’, ‘welcome though not seek’, 
‘neither emphasise nor ignore’ response to a problem.7

The small secretariat had considerable clout in determining the agendas 
and choosing subjects for research. Topics were diverse, including such 
things as the impact of Australian industrial relations problems and their 
possible impact on Japanese confidence in the reliability of Australian 
suppliers; Japanese banks’ reactions to the Campbell Report on Australia’s 
financial system; the problem of the size of Japanese bluefin tuna 

6  John Stone, secretary of the Treasury.
7  Ad Hoc Working Committee on Australia–Japan Relations, Australia–Japan Relations: Report 
of the Ad Hoc Working Committee on Australia–Japan Relations, May 1978 (Canberra: Australian 
Government Publishing Service, 1978).
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fishing catches in Australian waters; the future of Japanese tourism in 
Australia; how Australia was portrayed in Japanese school textbooks; 
the implications of Japanese–European Union relations for Australia; the 
psychology behind Japan’s whaling industry; the future of uranium and 
woodchip exports to Japan; United States and European Community 
pressures on Japan to correct trade imbalances; regional strategic and 
military developments; the reactions of Pacific Island countries to Japan’s 
proposal to dump radioactive wastes in the Pacific; and whether Japanese 
application of new industrial materials such as carbon fibres, ceramics and 
amorphous metals would impact on Australia’s traditional iron ore and 
coking coal exports.

Between 1979 and 1982, the secretariat produced 28 research papers. 
It was also instrumental in negotiating a Migratory Birds Agreement 
with Japan. It is difficult to calculate the degree to which these activities 
sharpened Australia’s trading approaches towards Japan, but they must 
have had some effect on corporate awareness, and better-informed trade 
delegations to Japan. Some research papers became standard texts in 
Australian government departments and company board rooms.

Japanese–Australian Relations in the 
1980s and 1990s
Japan’s business practices were not Australia’s only concern. Since the 
1970s, Japan had been developing an international reputation as an 
unstoppable economic power, buying up property and trophy assets, 
notably in the United States, but also in Australia, much like China’s 
behaviour today. But the Plaza Agreement of 1985, an agreement 
between the United States, France, Britain, Germany and Japan that 
persuaded Japan to revalue the yen against the US dollar, put a stop to 
such speculations. American exports became cheaper, Japanese goods 
more expensive. This caused Japan to reduce its imports or negotiate 
lower prices for them, including Australia’s minerals, which coincided 
with an economic downturn in Australia’s own economy. In an informal 
exchange I had with him over the preparation of this chapter, Geoff Miller 
observed that during his time as ambassador to Japan in the 1980s, Tokyo 
resource prices were a source of great bilateral tension during meetings of 
the Australia–Japan Ministerial Committee and Australia Japan Business 
Co-operation Committee. Each side accused the other of collusive selling 
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and buying, and Australian ministers, including John Dawkins, Paul 
Keating’s treasurer from 1991 to 1993, paid a number of visits to Japan 
that did not end happily.

Another source of tension concerned the opening up of the Japanese 
beef market. In direct competition with the United States, Australia was 
concerned that Washington might try to persuade the Japanese trade 
authorities to substitute American beef for imports from Australia. Great 
efforts were made by the embassy and the Australian Meat and Livestock 
Corporation to prevent this from happening, and it did not. In fact, Japan 
became Australia’s biggest market for frozen and fresh beef. We were still 
a long way from negotiating the kind of certainties of demand sought by 
the Australian suppliers to Japanese companies, but it was a start.

During the eighties, some other developments served to broaden the 
narrow base of Australian raw material exports to Japan. First, electronics, 
including early model computers, televisions, car radios and hi-fidelity 
stereophonic equipment, quite rapidly emerged as an industry rivalling 
steel. For the first time, Australian silicon (a tetravalent metalloid), and 
rare earths from beach sands were in demand in Japan as semiconductors 
for these new industries. Second, the Japanese public, encouraged by 
a successful Australian ‘clean and green’ advertising campaign, developed 
an attraction for Australian horticulture products which began to stock 
supermarket shelves. These included not just fruit, vegetables and dairy 
products, but one or two indigenous products such as jumpu stēki, 
kangaroo meat. Third was a sudden fascination for Australian wildlife. 
This may have been prompted by the arrival in a Japanese zoo of a pair of 
koalas, or a striking and wildly popular television advertisement showing 
a  frill-necked lizard, an erimakitokage, running across the screen on its 
hind legs. Long queues of the Japanese public shuffled past the koala 
cage at the zoo, and the Australian Treasury was bemused at the sudden 
demand in Japan for its newly minted two-cent coins portraying a frill-
necked lizard.

Another product of Japan’s economic miracle was an expansion in people-
to-people contacts. Sister city relations were established between over 
60  towns and cities in Japan and their Australian counterparts. Surf 
clubs began to appear at Japanese beaches, even though the surf might be 
negligible. Japanese tourism to Australia climbed, although this benefited 
Japanese entrepreneurs more than it did Australians. Australian companies 
in the trade were not often given a chance to make a profit as most 
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tourists paid in advance to Japanese companies, and their discretionary 
expenditure in Australia was channelled into buses, shops and restaurants 
owned by Japanese agents or entrepreneurs. The practice of Japanese 
sticking together in tight pelotons behind a leader waving a flag while 
they collectively viewed the strange ways of Australian gaijin (literally, 
outside persons or foreigners) was orderly, although the locals found it 
somewhat irritating.

A curious consequence of the Japanese tourist trade was an attempt by 
some  Japanese entrepreneurs to establish retirement homes for elderly 
Japanese along the Australian coast, particularly in Queensland and 
northern New South Wales. Geoff Miller recalled to me that one such 
scheme was called ‘Silver Colombia’. Needless to say, such schemes for 
walled villages were not well received by Australians, and died an early 
death. However, as mentioned in Chapter 3, a similar Japanese proposal 
was met with initial enthusiasm.

During a visit he made to Australia in 1987 to attend a meeting of 
the Australia–Japan Ministerial Committee, the Japanese minister 
for international trade and industry, Hajime Tamura, proposed that 
Australia allow a new kind of city to be built in Australia with Japanese 
involvement. Awkwardly called a ‘Multifunction Polis’ by the MITI, the 
city was planned to have a population of between 20,000 and 200,000, 
many of them coming from abroad (meaning, some said, from Japan). 
Based on ‘techno-polises’ already in existence in Japan, it would include 
state-of-the-art urban technology and sophisticated leisure facilities, and 
would be commercially viable. Attracted to the prospect of job creation 
and infusions of capital, the governments of Queensland, New South 
Wales, Victoria and South Australia all studied Tamura’s concept and 
made proposals to host it.

Various Australian think tanks also studied the idea. Seminars were held in 
1989, open to those who could pay a substantial fee. Although Tamura had 
proposed the city as an international venture, Japan would obviously be the 
dominant partner along with Australia. The Australian public only got to 
know of such plans later, and mainly through press releases. Some suspected 
Japanese motives and elitism. Rumours arose, amplified by the press, that 
the whole concept was a ploy by Japan to establish a science city in a nice 
place for Japanese inhabitants by the Australian sea. Some suggested it 
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would be a ‘Trojan Horse’, others a ‘Pandora’s Box’.8 The idea eventually 
died when the decision was made to offer a swampy and chemical-ridden 
wasteland near Port Adelaide for the city. Some Australian entrepreneurs, 
from Adelaide, in particular, had visions of commercial opportunities that 
a multifunction polis would create and regretted the outcome.

Another missed opportunity occurred when David Hill, managing 
director of the ABC, decided in the early 1990s to cancel Radio Australia’s 
short-wave Japanese-language broadcasts, believing short-wave to be an 
outdated 1930s technology. As the newly appointed general manager of 
Radio Australia in 1990, I argued against Hill’s proposal, and obtained his 
agreement to go to Japan to see how many listeners we had. The answer 
was that tens of thousands of listeners belonged to short-wave clubs 
throughout Japan, and that Radio Australia was one of their favourite 
stations. Sony had even developed a radio set that had pre-programmed 
cards that slotted into the receivers and obviated the fiddly business of 
tuning. The cards included Radio Australia frequencies. I  returned to 
Melbourne with my findings, but Hill was obdurate. I had to close our 
longstanding Japanese service and sack its broadcasters. Radio Australia 
became a shadow of its former self, closing some of its short-wave 
transmitters, using geo-stationary satellites to beam radio and television 
signals into an increasingly crowded Asian space, and shifting uneasily 
between commercial and ABC management of the service. One of 
the most ill-judged decisions was taken in 2000 by Australian foreign 
minister Alexander Downer when he approved the sale of Radio Australia’s 
transmitters at Cox’s Peninsula, near Darwin, to a private evangelical 
Christian broadcaster which used them to send short-wave messages over 
Indonesia, the world’s largest Muslim country.

Growth of Australian Political 
Expectations
As seen from the perspective of a succession of Australian prime ministers, 
the relationship with Japan continued to be a priority among their 
international policies.9 On a visit to Japan in February 1984, Bob Hawke 

8  See Ross E. Mouer and Yoshio Sugimoto, eds, The MFP Debate: A Background Reader (Bundoora: 
La Trobe University Press, 1990).
9  Australia’s prime ministers during this period were as follows: Malcolm Fraser (1975–83), Bob 
Hawke (1983–91), Paul Keating (1991–96) and John Howard (1996–2007).
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was delighted to establish his kind of matey ‘Bob’ and ‘Yasu’ relationship 
with Prime Minister Yasuhiro Nakasone. This did not prevent Japan 
from reducing the amount of iron ore, coking and steaming coal, and 
beef it imported from Australia as a result of an economic downturn and 
pressure from the United States to increase its own shares of these markets. 
However, Hawke was able to offset this by getting Japan to increase its 
investments in Australia in motor vehicle production, tourism, cattle 
feedlots and Queensland real estate.

In his first year as prime minister, Paul Keating reminded Australians 
that Japan took one-third of Australia’s exports and was our third-largest 
source of foreign investment. Yet due to a variety of developments in 
Japan during his tenure, Keating’s faith in the continuation of a robust 
Japanese economy appeared to waver. Long-term deflation reduced 
Japan’s economic growth to just 0.8 per cent annually, Japan’s working-
age population peaked and began to decline, and more and more of its 
productive capacity moved offshore to other Asian countries. Furthermore, 
there was a major earthquake in Kobe, a terrorist gas attack in Tokyo’s 
subways by the fanatical group Aum Shinrikyo, and an uncharacteristically 
rapid turnover of prime ministers. From 1994 to 1996, the conservative 
Liberal Democratic Party which had virtually ruled Japan since the end of 
the Pacific War, briefly gave way to a leftist government led by Tomiichi 
Murayama of the Japan Socialist Party.

A symbol of the importance a country places in its relations with another 
is  the prominence of its embassy. As Bob Hawke’s treasurer in the late 
1980s, Keating degraded Australia’s physical presence in Tokyo by 
selling off the ancient embassy gardens which had enormous historical 
significance. Chapters 6 and 7 have touched on this still-controversial 
move. The reason was financial expediency. In order to correct the 
Commonwealth budget deficit, Keating decided, with Hawke’s blessing, 
to divest some of Australia’s overseas assets. As Japan was experiencing a 
huge property bubble at the time, with land in Tokyo worth millions of 
yen a square metre, Australia’s embassy and its ancient garden in Mita 
tempted both sellers and buyers. The land was subdivided. Most of the 
garden was sold, and a new embassy combining a chancery and staff 
apartments designed by Melbourne architects Denton Corker Marshall 
was constructed. The move into the new premises was a complicated 
and time-consuming business, and there has been plenty of debate 
as to whether the new embassy has been a success or not. As Rawdon 
Dalrymple, Australian ambassador from 1989 to 1993, observed:
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The dominant issue for me in Tokyo was not a matter of bilateral 
relations—it was the completion and then occupying the new 
embassy building and all the complex of associated issues. [There 
were] many problems with reconciling staff to accepting smaller 
living quarters than they had been used to.10

In the 1980s and 1990s, most Australian prime ministers, including Fraser 
and Howard, had consistently seen Japan as Australia’s most important 
trade partner, not just in the region but the world. Prime ministers, 
foreign and trade ministers, and state premiers made frequent visits 
to Japan, which were not often reciprocated by the Japanese. Looking 
beyond narrow trade considerations, Hawke, Keating and Howard began 
to see Japan as a potentially valuable ally in regional diplomacy. During 
a visit to Seoul in 1989, Hawke launched his Asia-Pacific Economic 
Cooperation (APEC) concept, lightly disparaged at the time by Foreign 
Minister Gareth Evans as four adjectives in search of a noun. But the 
concept sank its roots in fertile Asian soil. The Japanese in particular were 
strong supporters of the concept, and insisted on the participation of the 
United States, which was not what Hawke had originally planned. On his 
watch, Keating expanded his concept of Japan’s potential role in building 
regional institutions, stating that ‘the health of the international system 
as a whole requires the world’s second-largest economy to play a more 
substantial role in the world’.11

Beyond Trade—Regional Cooperation
During the eighties and nineties, Japan and Australia cooperated in other 
aspects of regional diplomacy, including involvement in the Association of 
Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN ‘plus’) councils. Consultations with the 
10 ASEAN members12 plus Australia, Japan and New Zealand (ASEAN 
plus three), were formulated in December 1997 and institutionalised at 
the Third ASEAN Summit in Manila in 1999.13 Australia and Japan also 
signed the ASEAN Treaty of Amity and Cooperation. They were also the 
two main drivers in establishing the ASEAN Regional Forum in 1994, 
which comprises the 10 ASEAN members, plus 10 other countries with 

10  Rawdon Dalrymple, email to the author, 1 May 2019.
11  Keating, Engagement, 70.
12  The ASEAN members are Brunei, Cambodia, Indonesia, Laos, Malaysia, Myanmar (known as 
Burma until 1989), the Philippines, Singapore, Thailand and Vietnam.
13  Russia, China and the United States were subsequently invited to join a regular forum with the 
10 ASEAN countries, plus the original three (ASEAN plus three plus three).
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an interest in security in Asia—Australia, Canada, China, the European 
Union, India, Japan, New Zealand, Russia, South Korea and the United 
States. There are also countries with observer status, including North 
Korea and Papua New Guinea.

However, Japanese and Australian regional interests did not always 
coincide, particularly in defence and strategic matters. In the early Cold 
War period, Australia feared that releasing Japan too soon from the cocoon 
of its pacifist Constitution might presage the country’s remilitarisation. 
Moreover, Australia did not have any interest in backing Japan’s contest 
with China and Korea over the sovereignty of islands in the Japan Sea and 
East China Sea, or in supporting Japan’s bid to have Russia return four 
islands in the Kurils seized at the end of the Pacific War.

But as the Cold War moved on, Australian officials accepted that Article 
Nine of the Japanese Constitution, which forbade Japan from settling 
international disputes by military means, and from raising military forces, 
was being more honoured in the breach rather than the observance. 
By the 1980s, Japan had acquired very competent ground, air and naval 
forces, euphemistically called the Self-Defense Forces (SDF). There was 
a growing feeling in Canberra, as well as Washington, that they should be 
capable of being deployed abroad, at least in peacekeeping and disaster 
relief operations. The phrase ‘not pulling their weight’ was an opinion 
frequently expressed within such circles. In response, the Japanese adapted 
their force capabilities during the eighties and nineties to allow aircraft 
and naval vessels to range beyond Japan’s territorial waters. In 1992–93, 
ground self-defence forces were, for the first time, permitted to take part 
in overseas operations, specifically in peacekeeping operations under the 
United Nations Transitional Authority in Cambodia. Self-Defense Force 
personnel were also involved as peacekeeping observers in East Timor in 
2001, and from 2004 to 2006, ground forces were authorised to send 
a  battalion to support reconstruction after the invasion of Iraq, which 
were guarded by Australian Army units.

In 1995 Keating signed a Joint Declaration on the Australia–Japan 
Partnership, and described a ‘relationship of unprecedented quality’, 
a foundation on which both countries pledged to build ‘an enduring and 
steadfast partnership’. At the same time, Japan affirmed that Australia was 
‘an indispensable partner in regional affairs’.14

14  Gyngell, Fear of Abandonment, 225.
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In March 1996, the Australian Liberal–National Party coalition won 
a general election and John Howard became prime minister. Like his 
predecessor, he placed great importance on the bilateral relationship with 
Japan, but introduced a different perspective. He asserted that Australians 
‘do not have to change who we are’ (meaning mainly Europeans with 
a European culture) and that Australia did not have to put Asia at the 
centre of its foreign policy. He refuted Labor’s ‘East Asian Hemisphere’ 
policy, and foreshadowed that his new government would put Australian 
views more forcefully in Asian forums in future. This ruffled a few 
Japanese feathers, but in a visit to Tokyo in June 1996, Howard’s new 
foreign minister, Alexander Downer, calmed the atmosphere when he 
declared that Australia highly valued the contribution Japan had made 
to regional stability through supporting the strategic engagement of the 
United States in the Western Pacific.

The Japanese appeared to adjust to the difference of emphasis, although 
other events early in Howard’s tenure raised eyebrows in the Foreign 
Ministry about the reactionary nature of the new Australian government. 
They included Howard’s initial failure to distance himself from Pauline 
Hanson, a newly elected parliamentarian who delivered an anti-Asian 
maiden speech in federal parliament in 1996; Howard’s success in 
sabotaging the 1999 referendum on whether Australia should become 
a republic; and his reluctance to distance himself from his caricature as 
the United States’ ‘deputy sheriff ’ in Asia. The issues attracted adverse 
publicity in Japan, particularly the Hanson phenomenon. Artist Kariya 
Tetsu ran an illustrated story in the popular comic book Oishinbō 
(‘The Gourmet’) in which he questioned whether One Nation meant that 
Australia was for white people only.15 How enduring, Japanese officials 
may have wondered, were anti-Asian feelings in Australia, and for how 
long would Australia cling to Britain’s apron strings?

Conclusions
By 2021, although eclipsed by its trade with China, Australia’s trade with 
Japan remains Australia’s second-largest in value, ahead of that with the 
Republic of Korea and the United States. Coordinating machinery is no 
longer needed to manage it.

15  Alison Broinowski, About Face: Asian Accounts of Australia (Melbourne: Scribe Publications, 
2003), 162.
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In contrast to their narrow trade-based postwar beginnings, Australia’s 
relations with Japan have broadened far beyond commercial considerations. 
Neither government now sees the need for frequent formal gatherings of 
ministers to bolster the relationship, although there are many individual 
ministerial visits each way. Social and cultural links have also matured 
and broadened through a myriad of sister city relations, and student 
and cultural exchanges. Before the COVID-19 pandemic struck at the 
beginning of 2020, Japan was the fifth-largest source of short-term 
visitors to Australia. These are expected to resume after the pandemic has 
been contained. The Australia–Japan Foundation finances cooperation in 
science and technology, sports, the arts, education and people-to-people 
exchanges.

Conservative Australian officials have for many years advocated that 
Australia should encourage Japan to loosen the restraints imposed by 
Article Nine of its Constitution and develop military forces commensurate 
with its economic status. But Japan doesn’t need much encouragement. 
Its SDF surpasses in size and sophistication all but the military forces of 
the US, Russia and China. Under a succession of conservative leaders, 
especially Japan’s longest-serving prime minister, Shinzō Abe (2006 and 
2007, and from 2012 to 2020), the SDF has expanded its operations 
well beyond its own borders to participate among other campaigns in the 
US-led occupation of Iraq and the Australian-led UN transitional military 
authority in Cambodia. Closer to home, Australian and Japanese defence 
cooperation has expanded through formal arrangements, beginning with 
a Joint Declaration on Security Cooperation in 2007, a Comprehensive 
Partnership in 2008 and a Special Strategic Partnership in 2014.

It now involves annual discussions between Australian and Japanese 
foreign and defence ministers (the ‘2+2’) and regular air and sea exercises, 
both bilaterally or in conjunction with the United States and other 
countries in the region. The driver for such cooperation, although never 
made explicit, is the perceived threat from China. Instead, it is said to 
be about shared values of democracy, the rules-based international order, 
freedom and human rights.

I conclude my chapter with some thoughts on the current parlous 
state of relations between Australia and China. They are parlous in the 
sense that we have two factions in Australia pulling in different and 
counterproductive directions. On the one hand are the traders—the iron 
ore and coal producers and farmers who sustain our largest and most 
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profitable exports to China. On the other are a collection of officials and 
think-tank characters in Canberra who pillory China as the greatest threat 
to the region and think up war games to counter the threat. The Chinese 
naturally take exception, and impose trade and other barriers against 
Australian imports.

What is urgently needed is coordinating machinery similar to that which 
we developed in our responses to the Japanese government and traders in 
the 1980s. A standing committee on China could involve the permanent 
heads of key policy departments in Canberra, including Defence and 
the intelligence agencies, and a consultative committee on relations with 
China could include those senior officials plus a selection of miners and 
producers deeply involved in the China trade. Like the machinery we had 
with Japan, this would need the support of politicians and a secretariat 
to guide its deliberations and undertake research. A counterpart body in 
China, if one could be set up, would be a great mutual asset.



This text is taken from The Australian Embassy in Tokyo and Australia–Japan 
Relations, edited by Kate Darian-Smith and David Lowe, published 2023 
by ANU Press, The Australian National University, Canberra, Australia.
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